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The Marvel Heroic Roleplaying Basic Game’s first Mini-Event, Breakout, involved the 
heroes working to stop a prison break at the Raft.

Among the escaped inmates is Kenuichio Harada, AKA the Silver Samurai, who 
in New Avengers #11-13, is brought back to Japan and asked to unite the Japanese 
underworld in hopes of taking on dark forces allegedly controlling Hydra and 
S.H.I.E.L.D.

This event can be added the Breakout Mini-Event to further develop this backstory.

This bonus content includes the following:
Two Action Scenes and Transition scenes based on New Avengers #11-13.
Mob datafile for Hand Ninjas

HOOK: TRACKING THE SAMURAI
Although it was Karl Lykos that was specifically sprung from the Raft, they also find 

another name that does not appear on the official lists of escaped prisoners - that of 
Kenuichio Harada, the Silver Samurai, a mutant with the ability to generate tachyon 
fields around objects.
As the former head Japan’s criminal underworld, he could reunite Japan’s criminal 

forces to create an underworld threat worse than that of Kingpin. As a Japanese 
national, it makes sense that he returned to Japan, and so the heroes must travel there 
to recapture him.

Heroes with ties to S.H.I.E.L.D. find that the file on Harada has been deleted. 
There is no record, official or otherwise of his arrest. He appears on the Raft’s records 
the day before the breakout.

Heroes associated with the X-Men know of the Silver Samurai as a criminal 
leader of the Yashida clan. Wolverine is a particular nemesis of his and would be 
particularly interested in seeing him brought to justice.

Other heroes would be aware that Harada acted a bodyguard for Viper, also 
known as Madame Hydra, leader of the criminal organization, Hydra. They also know 
that he is a man of great personal honor despite his criminal affiliations.

DOOM POOL
The doom pool begins at 2d6 for this Act.



BUILDUP: GETTING TO THE ACTION
This arc takes place in Osaka, Japan. Presumably the heroes are starting out in New 

York City, so will have to travel there.
GETTING IN

There are a number of options for getting 
to Japan.

Heroes with private wealth can access 
a jet or aircraft large enough to fly the 
team to Japan by activating a BUSINESS 
resource.

Heroes who have unlocked 
S.H.I.E.L.D. Champion Clearance 
can access transport, but may not want 
S.H.I.E.L.D. to know what they’re up to.

The X-Men or Fantastic Four can use 
their own transport by activating a TECH 
or VEHICLE resource.

About 14 hours later, the team arrives in 
Kyoto Japan, and find lodging in an ap- 
propriate place, such as a hotel or pent-
house.
This mini-event assumes that Iron Man 

is with them and they are staying at the 
Stark Osaka building.

GETTING OUT
Leaving Japan should not be a problem 

provided the heroes haven’t created ex-
cessive collateral damage.
Otherwise, the Japanese authorities may 

want to detain them for questioning.
If this occurs, the heroes will have to 

convince the authorities to release them 
or try to get S.H.I.E.L.D. to get them out, 
provided they have unlocked Champion 
Clearance.



MILESTONES AND UNLOCKABLES
In the New Avengers storyline, one of the characters is secretly working as a double 

agent. This becomes a key element of the corruption within S.H.I.E.L.D. storyline.
If the Watcher and players are okay with playing with this optional element, one 

character is selected to be the double agent by the Watcher. This should be an agent 
either who is an agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. or closely affiliated to the organization.

This hero gains the Deep Cover Double Agent Milestone which replaces one of his/
her existing Milestones.

  
The following Unlockable is tied to the Deep Cover Double Agent Milestone:

[5 XP/10 XP] Unlock Trusted Hydra Operatve. Although you are working secretly 
as a Hydra agent, it’s one thing to be an agent and quite another be a trusted 
operative.
For 5 XP, the player may call upon Hydra to send a squad of Hydra agents (four of 

them) or create a D8 criminal resource provided by Hydra. 
For 10 XP, the player may call upon Hydra for an extraction, effecively resulting in the 

player being able to vanish from any given locale on through Hydra’s assistance.



ACTION: EVERYBODY
WAS KUNG FU FIGHTING
The heroes are sitting around the Stark

Enterprises penthouse in Osaka, Japan
when a figure dressed in ninja clothes
appears on the balcony, clothes
shredded and bloodied.
As the figure collapses to the ground, a

female voice rasps, “Listen, we don’t have
much time, I infiltrated the Yashida Fortress.
Harada is there, along with Madame Hydra
and the Hand. I’m sorry, I have failed you.”
As Watcher, spend a die from the Doom Pool

to ensure the ninjas attack first. The heroes are
surprised by their attack, having expected to
hear back from their agent and then seek out the
Silver Samurai.
The heroes face unending waves of

ninja attacks for five rounds, and then
suddenly, they are ordered to retreat
and flee into the night, heading back
to the Silver Samurai’s family
complex.
The battle starts with all parties

in the Stark Enterprises Osaka
Penthouse which has the following
Scene Distinctions: PRICELESS
ART, ROOFTOP PATIO, GLASS
WINDOWS.
The ninjas attack in groups of six. A new group arrives every round. They have a few 

distinct strategies to attempt to defeat the heroes.
First, they create the complication FALLING on any hero they believe cannot fly and 

keep attempting to increase it past a D12, at which point the hero hits the ground and is 
out of the fight.
Second, a group of ninjas will attempt to assist the first group with their efforts by lending 

their Effect die to them.
If the heroes are having a hard time, the Watcher could have Echo assist in the battle, 

having recovered enough.
The ninjas leave en masse after five rounds of fighting no matter what happens.



TRANSITION: CATCH YOUR BREATH
Suddenly, from among your silent attackers, one shouts orders in Japanese. The next 

second, all the ninjas break off their attacks and begin melting into the night, vanishing 
as quickly as they came.
Before your know it, they are all gone, even the fallen 

forms of those you had beaten. All traces of them, ex-
cept the cuts from their blades, gone.
One of your teammates explains, they were ordered to 

retreat and not to leave any of their men behind.
The ninja-dressed agent of yours picks herself up and 

explains, “They received the order to retreat and not 
leave anyone behind. They have likely retreated to the 
Yashida Fortress. We must go quickly if we hope to 
catch the Samurai and Madame Hydra!”
The heroes may make recovery checks in this Transi-

tion Scene. Unless they have some other great idea, 
they should head immediately to the Yashida Fortress.
They may also question Echo about what she knows, 

which is little. She is aware that Madame Hydra is pres-
ent at the Yashida Fortress and that she was speaking 
with the Silver Samurai, but it seemed like they were having some kind of dispute.



ACTION: THE YASHIDA FORTRESS
At the Yashida Fortress, the heroes find groups of Hand ninjas lurking in every 

shadow. Fighting their way forward, they find the fortress a virtual maze. Suddenly the 
walls shift and they find themselves split into three groups.
The Watcher spends a die from the Doom Pool to split up the heroes into three 

groups, most likely leaving some as Solo and some as Buddy groupings. Ensure that 
the double-agent is Solo and has Encounter 2. Pass each group a note, explaining 
that this describes what they encounter. Ensure the double-agent note goes to him, but 
otherwise it doesn’t matter what each other group faces, though putting Iron Man or 
Wolverine in Encounter 3 will make the challenge less interesting.

 
ENCOUNTER 1

The heroes find themselves in a dojo, filled with martial 
arts weapons and two ninjas per hero. Their role is to 
delay the heroes. Once they are defeated, the exit leads 
to the main courtyard. The Scene Distinctions for the 
Ninja Dojo are CRAMPED QUARTERS, WOODEN 
WALLS and ASSORTED WEAPONS. 

ENCOUNTER 2
The hero faces Madame Hydra herself in the Fortress 

Courtyard. She does defend herself (so that the fight 
doesn’t seem fake). She will fight until defeated and not 
attempt to flee. It is likely if this hero is not able to defeat 
her that the others will join in the fight and take her down.
Once the heroes emerge and see her, she is 

immediately recognized as Madame Hydra, the leader 
of the terrorist organization and is subject to immediate 
arrest and extradition to the United States. Any hero 
involved with S.H.I.E.L.D. will insist upon taking her back 
to face justice. Madame Hydra can be found the Civil War 
Event Book, Page 30.

 
ENCOUNTER 3

The heroes are facing a Scene Complication of POISON 
GAS. The gas inflicts D8 Physical Stress automatically 
starting the next round unless the hero has some sort 
of defense against the gas. After four rounds the room 
opens up to the courtyard. If the heroes have no defense 
against the gas, they are likely incapacitated.



The Scene Distinctions for the Trap Room are EMPTY ROOM, WOODEN WALLS 
and PITCH BLACK.
There are only two options to avoid succumbing to the gas (assuming it affects the 

heroes): finding the secret release or breaking through the walls. Each requires a 
check against the Doom Pool.
Finding the secret release might involve the use of Senses and/or the Covert specialty 

or some other ingenious way of uncovering the knot in the wood that will open a wall 
revealing the courtyard.
Breaking through the walls isn’t that difficult, as they are wood, but the room is 

actually built with airtight reinforced wood and acts as a D12 Scene Distinction that 
must be fully eliminated before the heroes can escape.
Once Madame Hydra is defeated, another wall opens and out steps the Silver 

Samurai in full armor, flanked by a dozen ninjas and a man dressed in fighting clothes 
with him.



TRANSITION: THE SILVER SAMURAI
In the courtyard, the man with the Silver Samurai demands the heroes explain what 

they are doing here in Japan.
The Silver Samurai himself adds that he was kidnapped by their country and de-

mands to know why he was held without trial.
If the heroes attack him, he will fight back and defend himself along with wave after 

wave of Hand Ninjas who work to hold off the heroes while the Silver Samurai es-
capes.
Treat Kuroda as a D8 Hand Ninja. The Scene Distinctions for the Fortress Courtyard 

are MANICURED COURTYARD, WOODEN BUILDINGS and NIGHT SKY.
If the heroes speak with him and try to understand what happened, the interim leader 

of the Hand, Kuroda will demand that the Samurai attack the heroes. The Samurai then 
suddenly strikes Kuroda down and orders the ninjas to leave. They obey, disappearing 
into the night.
The Samurai explains that he fell asleep on his private plane and woke up in a cell, 

only realizing he was in the United States when the break-out occurred and he was 
able to escape only to be picked up members of Hydra.
He further says that he is going to destroy the Hand and end their rule of fear and 

demands they leave his country and never return or he will reorganize the Hand and 
destroy them. As the authorities are arriving shortly, it is best that they comply with his 
demand that he leave.
Silver Samurai’s Datafile can be found in Breakout, Page 46.



EPILOGUE: WE’VE GOT A JUMPER!
You are flying back to the United States, everyone is tired and quietly reflecting on 

what happened when suddenly alarm bells start going off all around you.
The next second you feel yourself pulled in your seats and you see the emergency 

hatch has somehow opened and Madame Hydra, still handcuffed, sucked out the open 
door. She vanishes into the night sky as you’re 30,000 feet over the Pacific Ocean. 
Only death could await her.
The Watcher can choose at this point to separate the heroes by spending a die from 

the Doom Pool to remove one of the heroes, preferably one that cannot fly, and an-
nounce that this hero had just unbuckled to go to the washroom and is sucked out the 
door as well and is suffering the Falling Complication.
This epilogue can either be played as an action scene in which they must rescue the 

fallen comrade and/or recapture Madame Hydra, or it can simply be narrated as the 
heroes saving the fallen friend and Madame Hydra escapes.
If the Watcher has 2D12 left in the Doom Pool, this would be an opportune time to use 

it to close out the scene just before they are able to catch her.
If Madame Hydra is captured, she refuses to divulge how she escaped. In fact, it was 

the double agent who released her and opened the door secretly. A review of surveil-
lance on the flight will reveal this fact.
How the heroes decide to deal with this fact if they uncover it will undoubtedly be part 

of a future adventure, as will the double agent’s continued dealings with Hydra and 
S.H.I.E.L.D.


